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Introduction
Professional Military Education (PME) has pivoted to focus on strategic competitors, and the
focus has rightly been on student education about strategic competition. In making that shift in
focus, it is easy to forget to teach the teachers. A well-informed faculty, indeed, a faculty primed
on the issues related to China, is indispensable in efficiently and accurately educating PME
students. The issue of Taiwan, while often well-known, is not always deeply understood by
faculty members, which can have deleterious consequences in the classroom and warrants a
quick and basic understanding of the U.S. relationship with Taiwan and policies. Educating
faculty on the issue, even in the most basic way, is important to understanding and accurately
explaining why the People’s Republic of China (PRC), expresses uproar regarding U.S.
interactions with Taiwan, in what they deem interference in a PRC internal affair.

The views expressed in this article are those of the author and do not reflect the official policy or position
of the Joint Forces Staff College, National Defense University, the Department of Defense, or the U. S. Government.
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Figure 1: Map of China and Southeast Asian Countries identifying key geographic points. Source: Central
Intelligence Agency, “Taiwan,” CIA World Factbook 2021, accessed March 14, 2022, https://www.cia.gov/theworld-factbook/static/72473a8cc0468e70e5a829b4b1d27047/TW-locator-map.jpg.

Pundits blamed President Biden for a diplomatic faux pas when he said “we have a commitment”
to defend Taiwan against a PRC attack, and media outlets similarly blamed President Trump, in
2016, after he accepted a congratulatory call from the democratically elected President of
Taiwan, Tsai Ing-wen. Most experts agree that the media portrayal was inaccurate, and that
Taiwan is a strategically important island to both the PRC and to the U.S. allies in the vicinity.1
Regardless of the expert consensus, there remains much unaddressed confusion when it comes to
U.S. foreign policy with China and in particular the U.S. One China Policy (OPC). 2 Media
outlets often portray the OPC as if it was an agreement between the U.S. and PRC on the status
of Taiwan and fail to explain the history leading up to the U.S. strategy and policy regarding
Taiwan. Failure to address those areas can leave faculty, and thus graduating PME students,
blind to each nation’s strategic choices and gray zone approaches.
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The U.S. History and its Ramifications on the Present
The U.S. allied with Chiang Kai-Shek, the leader of the nationalist government of the Republic
of China (ROC) during World War II. After Japan surrendered to the allies, civil war between
the ROC and Chinese communists, led by Mao Ze-dong. Mao prevailed and established the
current PRC government and by 1949. Chiang fled to Taiwan with his remaining ROC forces
and government. In 1972, President Nixon opened relations with the PRC in an attempt to “play
the China card” against the Soviet Union, and then in 1979, President Carter formally switched
diplomatic recognition from the ROC to the PRC. The PRC and the ROC continue to dispute the
legitimacy of each other’s claims as the rightful government of China. The nature of the dispute,
however, has manifested in different ways and shifted its point of emphasis over time.
One China Policy – Just the Basics
The U.S. One China Policy (OCP) has often been misstated, which is unsurprising given how,
over time, it has morphed. In some ways, the confusion is both feature and flaw. The U.S. policy
is sometimes said to maintain “strategic ambiguity” towards Taiwan. Through ambiguity, and
thus some confusion, two tenets of our OCP are clear and established. First, our OCP recognizes
the PRC as the sole legal government of China. Second, though it recognizes the PRC, that does
not mean that it agrees with the PRC’s position that Taiwan is part of the PRC.
The controversial and disputed part of our OCP is whether Taiwan is part of China. There are
three communiques establishing the U.S. recognition of the PRC diplomatically, but the
translation of the communiques between English and Chinese leads to vastly different
interpretations. The PRC version states the U.S. “recognizes” Taiwan to be part of China, but
the U.S. version states that the U.S. “acknowledges the Chinese position.” 3 The full English text
declares that: “The Government of the United States of America acknowledges the Chinese
position that there is but one China and Taiwan is part of China.” 4
When national security agencies discuss our OCP, they often reiterate that the U.S. “continues to
abide by” and “there is no change” in our OCP. They also refer to one or more additional
documents, and the most common additional reference they make is to the Taiwan Relations Act
(TRA). They make the additional references because without them the U.S. statement above
does not mean much with regards to Taiwan.
The Taiwan Relations Act (TRA). The TRA was enacted as the U.S. officially switched
diplomatic relations from the ROC to the PRC in 1979. At that time, the PRC officially
established its embassy in Washington D.C., the ROC closed its embassy, and the U.S. abrogated
its 1954 mutual defense treaty with the ROC. 5 Despite the abrogation, Congress created a
mechanism through which unofficial relations with and arms sales to Taiwan could continue.
After the diplomatic switch of recognition, the U.S. government ceased any official reference to
“ROC” and generally referred to the governing institutions on Taiwan as “Taiwan” or “Taiwan
authorities.”
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The TRA explicitly states that the U.S. will provide Taiwan with arms of a defensive character
and that the U.S. will maintain the capacity of the United States to resist any resort to force or
other forms of coercion that will jeopardize the security, or the social or economic system, of the
people on Taiwan. 6 Recent statements and the executive branches increased statements involving
the TRA indicate a move towards strategic clarity and suggest closer relations with Taiwan. 7
Moreover, formal U.S. allies, such as Japan and Australia, expressed concern over any PRC
aggressive intent, both militarily and commercially, towards Taiwan because of its strategic
location. 8
Six Assurances. In addition to the three communiques, other communications attempt to clarify
the U.S. policy regarding Taiwan. In 1982, President Reagan generated a communication to
Taiwan which became known as the Six Assurances, and later President Clinton made a
statement that the Taiwan issue must be made with the assent of the people of Taiwan. 9 In their
modern application, several concepts underpin each of the statements:
• The TRA and the third communique set an expectation that the U.S. will resolve the issue
of Taiwan through peaceful means by establishing diplomatic relations with the PRC. 10
• The TRA also made clear that any form of commercial boycotts would be of grave
concern to the U.S., and it will resist such threats to the social/economic system of the
people of Taiwan. 11
• The U.S. opposes change in the sovereign status of Taiwan without the assent of the
people of Taiwan. 12
• There is no change to the U.S. position on the issue of sovereignty over Taiwan. 13
• For the U.S., there is no certain date established for ending arms sales to Taiwan. 14
Basics of Unofficial Relationship with Taiwan – American Institute in Taiwan (AIT)
In 1979, when the U.S. broke diplomatic ties to the ROC and recognized the PRC as the
government of China, it did not officially take a position on the issue of sovereignty over
Taiwan. In fact, the issue had never been resolved at any of the conferences after WWII. The
Japanese simply ceded its official sovereignty over the colony they held since 1895. The ROC
had accepted the Japanese surrender in 1945, and the Japanese had fully retreated its forces from
Taiwan by 1949. 15 The sovereignty status of Taiwan is thus unsettled, and the lack of settlement
remains the U.S. position. Note, however, that unlike Germany and Korea, the PRC and ROC
both insisted that only one government could be recognized by the U.S. and international
community to avoid dividing China into East and West countries.
Taiwan is a major trading hub and commercial center and listed among the world’s most
advanced economies by the International Monetary Fund (IMF), so most countries seek to
continue their commercial relationship. For instance, under the Taiwan Relations Act, the U.S.
established a non-profit organization funded by the U.S. Government (USG) called the American
Institute in Taiwan (AIT). The Institute, has since its establishment provided all the functions of
a U.S. embassy in Taiwan. In fact, it has been staffed by American career diplomats and other
government employees. The ROC has their counterpart in the U.S. called The Taipei Economic
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Cultural and Representative Office (TECRO) that provides the same diplomatic and government
functions. Most countries have an equivalent construct to conduct unofficial diplomacy with
Taiwan.
In the past, the State Department issued numerous, sometimes excessively restrictive, rules
regarding any Taiwan officials traveling through the U.S. and U.S. executive branch behavior
towards Taiwan in an effort not to disturb the PRC diplomatic relationship; however, of late, the
rules have slowly been loosened to allow for increased operational contacts between official
Americans and Taiwan. 16 For example, a requirement existed that all AIT staff had to resign
from the State Department and get rehired after their AIT assignment, and only recently did AIT
start hoisting an American flag. 17 In 1994, the DOS essentially restricted the President of
Taiwan from leaving his plane while it refueled in Hawaii on the way to Nelson Mandela’s
inauguration. 18 In response, Congress passed unanimous legislation the next year to grant him a
visa to privately visit his alma mater. 19 In 2019, Current President Tsai Ing-wen was allowed to
give a speech in Honolulu as part of a planned stop in route to other international meetings. 20
According to press reports, new guidelines now allow U.S. officials to hold working-level
meetings in federal buildings or at the Taiwan de facto consular offices in New York. 21
Current Political Situation and Taiwan’s Calls for Independence
After Chiang and the ROC moved to Taiwan in 1949, the island, essentially, existed under
martial law until 1987. Restrictions lasted until the early 1990s, when the ROC President, Li
Teng-hui, instituted major reforms to allow for free elections in Taiwan, an island about the size
of Belgium and populated by 24 million people. 22 One of the main issues that affect Taiwan
electoral politics is ethnicity. Although Chiang had brought his army and a significant population
to the island in 1949, most of the population had family roots in the island dating back centuries
and considered themselves “Taiwanese.” Those who consider themselves Taiwanese or
indigenous to the island have their own language, 23 which is believed to be based in Fujianese
rather than Mandarin Chinese. 24 Although the differences have not played a definitive role in
party politics, the two main parties in Taiwan have certain historical roots. The party of Chiang
that controlled the island through its martial law years, the Kuomintang (KMT), has roots in the
mainlander population, while the other predominant party, the Democratic Progressive Party
(DPP), has roots with those who call themselves Taiwanese. However, descendants of those
who moved in 1949 increasingly identify as Taiwanese regardless of their family history.
Not surprisingly, even the descendants of those who retreated to Taiwan in 1949 find fewer
connections to mainland China, and many on Taiwan have called for declaring outright
independence from China, considering themselves to always have been separate from China. 25
In Taiwan’s vibrant and free democracy, the DPP—a party that has declared Taiwan to already
be an independent country— 26 has won the Presidency four times, including the current
administration of Tsai Ing-wen. In the past, it appears the U.S. placed pressure on the DPP
leadership to state that they will not declare independence or hold a referendum on the question,
apparently in an effort to stave off a PRC military reaction. 27
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At the same time, the U.S. has slowly come to support Taiwan’s participation in world
institutions, such as the World Health Organization (WHO). 28 Part of the U.S. shift relates to the
depth of the ROC democracy. When the ROC adopted its take-it-or-leave-it diplomatic stance
regarding U.S. and United Nations (UN) diplomatic recognition, it was not the vibrant
democracy it is today. That lack of democratic values and institutions left its people without
representation in international organizations without their assent. Despite seeming anachronistic,
for now, Taiwan is still called the Republic of China (ROC) or sometimes ROC Taiwan, and it
remains locked out of most international organizations even though it has clearly operated as a
separate de facto governing body for more than 70 years.
Arms Sales
The Taiwan Relations Act (TRA) requires the U.S. to continue arms sales to Taiwan to provide
for their self-defense. At times, the U.S. has indicated that it might gradually reduce the
armament provided to Taiwan, but such reductions are premised on the PRC pursuing a peaceful
resolution. 29 At other times, the PRC sought to demonstrate they could peacefully manage the
transition of Hong Kong from the British in 1997 and that their “one country, two systems”
policy could be applied to Taiwan. 30 Recent suppression of the rights of speech, the press,
peaceful demonstrations, and fair elections in Hong Kong have proven otherwise. Such PRC
efforts seem to have played a decisive role in Taiwan’s latest elections, favoring the DPP and
increased anti-PRC political agendas. Further, instead of de-escalating arms build-up across
from Taiwan and renouncing the use of force against Taiwan, the PRC has increased its
offensive missile capability in the region and recently conducted dangerous military exercises
aimed at Taiwan. 31
Much of the arms sales to Taiwan involve direct sales of finished products such as F-16s and
Abrams tanks, but they are often only sophisticated parts that the ROC is fully capable of
integrating. Nevertheless, since the 1990s, the balance of economic power and a corresponding
military production capacity has clearly shifted to the PRC. Much is written about the PRC’s
increased ability to wage a conventional war, and whether the PRC is able to take Taiwan
quickly and declare a fait accompli. 32 One could argue, however, that any initial stages of a war
for unification are likely to be asymmetric in nature. In fact, the PRC has engaged in
cyberattacks against Taiwan 33 and has used economic pressure on foreign companies and
countries doing business with Taiwan to create a stranglehold. 34
Competing in the Gray Zone
Much has been discussed within national security circles concerning gray zone activities against
the U.S. Taiwan, PRC, and gray zone activities are clearly related. And while much ado is made
about U.S. competitors acting in the gray zone, it is wise to remember that the opacity of gray
zone activity is mutual for all competitors. The U.S. has “adhered to” our One China Policy
basically since its inception, but over the past few years has started to push back against China’s
aggression against Taiwan through countering activities. In one way, the U.S. has been
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operating in the gray zone respective to Taiwan through “strategic ambiguity.” 35 In the past
strategic ambiguity has allowed the U.S. to employ Taiwan as a bargaining chip and extract
concessions from the PRC, recent PRC military aggression may require more overt countering
actions. Taiwan is too strategically important, militarily and commercially, to be allowed to be
controlled by an authoritarian competitor regime. 36 Taiwan is also, undeniably, a vibrant
democracy, and it belongs in league with democracies to resist authoritarianism. 37
The PRC has engaged in its own gray zone actions for many years. Although it has never
renounced the use of force to unify itself with Taiwan, it has made numerous statements that
appear to the world as if it seeks a peaceful resolution, including the “one country, two systems”
policy. Furthermore, the PRC has used its international leverage in the UN to exclude Taiwan
from any international participation, including the World Health Organization (WHO), even
during the entire COVID pandemic. 38 Using its financial leverage, the PRC has lured away the
few countries that still recognize the ROC diplomatically, 39 and taken diplomatic and
commercial countermeasures whenever other countries and their businesses commit what they
consider a faux pas in doing business with Taiwan. 40 Meanwhile, the PRC has tried to covertly
build missile and amphibious military capabilities across the Taiwan Straits for many years while
overtly denying they have any intention of reclaiming Taiwan by force.
The more China makes aggressive military moves towards Taiwan, the more it makes sense for
the U.S. and its allies to clarify its strategic intent to defend Taiwan and to allow Taiwan to join
international organizations. 41 In fact, Japan and Australia have been increasingly pointed in their
statements to addressing recent aggression, and Japan appears to be calling for outright strategic
clarity on the matter. 42 The U.S. has recently begun operational planning with Japan for a
Taiwan contingency. 43 Europe has—like the United States—attempted to follow an engagement
approach with China, during the past few years there has been a major shift towards also viewing
China as a strategic competitor. In early December, the EU announced new measures to deter
economic coercion, specifically aimed at China. 44
Strategic ambiguity, however, favors incremental moves that viewed discretely do not raise the
specter of war but push the issue in a favorable direction, and incremental approaches are very
often incident and context dependent. For example, right after abrogation of the Mutual Defense
Treaty with Taiwan, it would have been impossible to send any U.S. military personnel or
diplomats to Taiwan in an official capacity. Though, recently, the U.S. staffed the AIT with a
Marine guard contingent just like most other U.S. embassies, and there are more overt reports of
U.S. military personnel involved in training. 45 Ostensibly, reason suggests that the U.S. has
always included training as part of the arms sales to Taiwan. In the past, the U.S. has said the
Taiwan issue should be resolved by both sides, but more recently it has stated that the issue must
be resolved with the assent of the people of Taiwan. In the past, our OCP was often stated by
itself, but increasingly, the White House and State Department state our OCP “in accordance
with” the TRA and/or Six Assurances. 46 While seemingly innocuous in isolation, such
modifications suggest incremental movement towards strategic clarity that are likely to continue
but still constitute gray zone, i.e., ambiguous, activities that move the “needle” favorably.
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Congress just passed, and the President signed, the National Defense Authorization Act for
FY2022 (NDAA FY22). 47 The NDAA FY22 contains several sections providing Congressional
determinations that the TRA and the Six Assurances provide the “foundation for U.S.-Taiwan
relations.” 48 It also requires the DoD to issue an annual report on Taiwan’s asymmetric defensive
capabilities and provide a plan “for assisting Taiwan in improving its defensive asymmetric
capabilities,” while reporting on PRC influence operations. 49 The new NDAA also requires the
DoD to provide a brief on “enhanced cooperation between the National Guard and Taiwan” in
areas ranging from disaster relief to communications security). 50 Even more recently, the March
2022 Omnibus appropriations bill contains a section prohibiting the State Department (and its
contractors) from purchasing or using maps that depict Taiwan as part of the PRC. 51 Essentially,
the U.S. is slowly addressing Chinese gray zone activities with strategic clarity. Japan,
Australia, and other allies may follow suit, in which case, the situation may eventually evolve
into a de facto defense arrangement. The goal, it seems to suggest, is to create deterrent
conditions, in which the PRC reevaluates the cost that endangering significant numbers of U.S.
and U.S. allied personnel might bring if it applies military force against Taiwan.
The whole impetus for our OCP began with Nixon’s diplomatic effort “play the China card”
against the Soviets. The Soviet Union no longer exists, and the authoritarian regimes that are
Russia and China appear to be gaining closer ties. Dramatic shifts to the strategic environment
and geo-political context fundamentally alter the basis by which our OCP is founded and
whether it remains a valid strategic approach.
Some Final Points
The U.S. policy of strategic ambiguity towards Taiwan lends itself, by design, to learn about the
proper language for discussing Taiwan in semi-official or official discussions, internal and
external, which includes the classroom.
•
•

•
•
•
•

Refer to it as “our One China Policy” or the U.S. OPC and not “the” One China Policy,
which might imply that the U.S. and PRC are in agreement on what that means. 52
The U.S. does not have formal diplomatic relations with Taiwan, leading to confusion as
to whether Taiwan is a country, but the U.S. also does not have diplomatic relations with
North Korea and Iran either. Taiwan is still diplomatically recognized by some countries.
Nevertheless, the PRC has an adverse reaction whenever Taiwan is labelled a country. 53
The legal status of Taiwan is unsettled per the San Francisco Peace Treaty of 1951,
meaning the U.S. has not taken a position on the future status of the island and favors a
resolution that is arrived at peacefully. 54
The U.S. simply acknowledges the Chinese position that Taiwan is part of China, but the
U.S. does not agree with or recognize that position.
Use “unification” or a similar word rather than “reunification” because the PRC has
never held any sovereignty over Taiwan.
When referring to our OCP, also state “in accordance with the Taiwan Relations Act”
with or without also referring to the Six Assurances.
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Always state the U.S. has an expectation that the Taiwan issue be resolved peacefully and
without coercion.
Improved ties between the PRC and Taiwan are dependent on the wishes of the people in
democratic Taiwan, and not discouraged because of U.S. arms sales.
Regarding increased military ties to Taiwan, there is no change in the U.S. OCP and the
obligation under the TRA to provide arms, with training, to support Taiwan’s selfdefense capabilities.
The current U.S. position is to support Taiwan’s participation in international
organizations, including UN organizations, but not full membership in the UN.
Conclusion

Presidents have been unfairly scrutinized by the media despite the complex and detailed history
and policies the U.S. adopted since Nixon’s opening of China. There is wide consensus from
across the ideological and political spectrums that such scrutiny is unwarranted. 55 Scathed or
unscathed, confusion over U.S. policy on Taiwan continues, especially to non-experts. PME
faculty can be forgiven for confusion related to teaching China related issues in the classroom.
Much like during the Cold War, the distance, language, and culture of China are foreign to PME
faculty.
As the PRC has moved more aggressively against Taiwan, there appears to be movement from
the strategic ambiguity of the past toward strategic clarity, but the U.S. remains opaque in many
policy regards. The entire policy is a delicate balance. If the U.S. or Taiwan say too much or too
little, it might start a military conflict. As with all successful gray zone tactics, each move
provides incremental advantage without providing a casus belli. While strategic ambiguity has
allowed the U.S. some incremental moves, such as a slowly increasing military presence on the
island, it has also started to clarify whether the U.S. and its allies will become more directly
engaged in the defense of Taiwan. Teaching China in the classroom also requires faculty to find
such balance. For most students, in-depth discussions of policy don’t necessarily service the
interests and purposes of the program, but a balanced discussion, pointing out the essential
details, can lead to necessary clarity, promote learning, and help develop leaders capable of
developing options that continue to balance policy and action until all other options are
exhausted.
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